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The climate and nature crisis means that 
everything matters: reducing impacts, re-thinking 

how the arts work and speaking up for Mother 
Earth. Our collaboration with Studio Olafur 

Eliasson on Earth Speakr will help to show that the 
digital world is also the material world and that, 

just like climate change, even if you can’t see it, it 
is still there. We hope this work will be useful.

alison tickell
founder & director, Julie’s Bicycle



Olafur Eliasson has established himself as an artist and innovator at the 

forefront of exploring the links between art, technology, environment and 

sustainability.

Earth Speakr, his latest artwork, is a digital platform that invites young 

people to speak up for the planet and the future they want, and to make 

their messages heard. Eliasson was nominated by the Federal Foreign Office 

to create an artwork to coincide with the German Presidency of the Council 

of the European Union 2020.

The artwork has been co-created with children and young people. It consists 

of a playful app for 7-17 year- olds, an interactive website, AR (augmented 

reality) experience and audio-visual presentations translated into the 24 

official languages of the European Union. Earth Speakr relies on an extensive 

network of partners to spread the word, invite young people to take part and 

to amplify Earth Speakr messages. 

Julie’s Bicycle and Studio Olafur Eliasson have collaborated over several years 

to understand the environmental impacts of a number of art works (Waterfall, 

Tate Modern 2019 - 2020; Ice Watch, Tate Modern and Bloomberg London, 

2018; Ice Watch, during the 2015 global climate talks in Paris). 

Julie’s Bicycle is working with Studio Olafur Eliasson to understand the 

impact of Earth Speakr. This study, in collaboration with experts on digital 

technology and sustainability from the University of Bristol, is looking at both 

‘physical’ and digital impacts. 

While we often assume that digital has less impact than material — e.g. 

online vs. printed publications, virtual vs. in-person meetings — we do not 

necessarily have the evidence to back this up. Understanding of the impacts 

of digital technology, e.g. data centres, video streaming, is emerging. The 

same cannot be said for digital culture and artwork. The Earth Speakr study 

provides an opportunity to build this understanding, to compare the ‘physical’ 

and the digital and test our assumptions, and to better inform future digital 

choices. 

This first report coincides with the Earth Speakr launch on 1st July 2020. 

A final report will be produced in 2021 when the project is completed, 

presenting a more complete picture of Earth Speakr’s physical and digital 

impacts.  

earth speakr artwork
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carbon footprintearth speakr so far
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0.9 tonnes CO2e 0.1 tonne CO2e

93

people flying from Berlin 
to Brussels return

7

people flying from San 
Francisco to Berlin return

1 CO2e stands for carbon dioxide equivalent. 
Different activities emit different greenhouse gases (GHGs). For example, burning fossil fuels releases carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. For a given amount, different GHGs trap different amounts of heat in the 
atmosphere, a quantity known as the global warming potential. Carbon dioxide equivalent or CO2e is a way of expressing all GHGs in a single unit.

2,428

people travelling from Berlin 
to Brussels return by train

28,700

smartphones charged 
in Austria over a year

12,600

smartphones charged 
in Latvia over a year

4,800

smartphones charged 
in Poland over a year

19 tonnes CO2e
1



Earth Speakr was developed between October 2019 and June 2020 

through a range of partnerships and collaborations. This includes the 

Goethe Institut, German embassies and Kids in Europe on involving 

young people in co-creating the artwork, AKQA on development 

of the Earth Speakr App and website and experts on topics such as 

content moderation, Generation Z and movement building. 

The footprint so far covers the ‘physical’ impacts of Earth Speakr: 

travel for Earth Speakr meetings; materials, devices and shipping for 

audio-visual presentations; materials and shipping for workshops, 

and; smartphones to test and provide access to the Earth Speakr 

App. Work on the digital impacts is in the early stages and will be 

complete early in 2021.  

Business travel Description Quantity Emissions factor Emissions 
(tonnes CO2e)

Short-haul air travel 63 return economy flights within 
Europe

36,740 km 0.15573 kg CO2e per passenger 
km

5.72

Long-haul air travel 4 return economy flights between 
the USA and Europe

36,416 km 0.14981 kg CO2e per passenger 
km

5.46

Train travel 26 train journeys 14,634 km 0.00597 kg CO2e per 
passenger km

0.09

Hotel accommodation 47 nights of hotel accommodation 47 hotel nights 7.6 – 24.98 kg CO2e per night 1.01

12.27 tonnes CO2e

Carbon Footprint Results So Far
The total calculated carbon emissions were 18.84 tonnes CO2e



Business travel Description Quantity Emissions factor Emissions 
(tonnes CO2e)

Air freight Sending 21 boxes of workshop materials each weighing 5 kg to 17 
European countries

107 tonne km 2.37968 kg CO2e per tonne km 0.26

Road freight Transporting 7.2 tonnes of materials, screens and stands in Europe 
by truck

5,079.6 tonne km 0.13426 kg CO2e per tonne km 0.68

0.94 tonnes CO2e

Materials Description Quantity Emissions factor Emissions 
(tonnes CO2e)

Steel 1.6 tonnes of steel for screen stands 1.6 tonnes 1.46 kg CO2e per kg 2.41

Wood 1.3 tonnes of wood for screen stands 1.3 tonnes 0.493 kg CO2e per kg 0.64

Paper 4 kg of paper for kids’ workshop materials 4 kg 0.95268 kg CO2e per kg 0.004

3.06 tonnes CO2e

Devices Description Quantity Emissions factor Emissions 
(tonnes CO2e)

Screens Embodied carbon in production and transportation of 55” screens 
for audio-visual presentations

53 400 kg CO2e per screen overall 
/ 40 kg CO2e per screen for 6 
months of Earth Speakr use

2.12

Screens Embodied carbon in production and transportation of 32” screens 
for audio-visual presentations

20 150 kg CO2e per screen overall 
/ 15 kg CO2e per screen for 6 
months of Earth Speakr use

0.3

iPhones Embodied carbon in production and transportation of iPhones to 
test the App Beta version

2 59.05 kg CO2e per phone 
overall / 9.24 kg CO2e over 6 
months of Earth Speakr use

0.02

Fairphones Embodied carbon in production and transportation of Fairphones 
to provide to young people without smartphone access

20 38.98 kg CO2e per phone 
overall / 6.5 kg CO2e for 6 
months of Earth Speakr use

0.13

2.57 tonnes CO2e

Total Footprint So Far: 18.84 tonnes CO2e



Earth Speakr
Environmental highlights so far 

Travel
Studio Olafur Eliasson has taken steps to minimise 

Earth Speakr travel impacts from the start, notably 

using virtual meetings where possible to facilitate 

the work — a conscious decision at a time before 

the COVID-19 crisis normalised virtual meetings. It 

also grouped international meetings over a number 

of days to reduce individual trips, and encourages 

the use of train over plane for travel within Europe. 

Avoided travel impact — 40 tonnes CO2e 
46 virtual meetings were held for Earth Speakr 

between October 2019 and March 2020, before the 

Covid-19 crisis hit. Had these meetings taken place 

in person, it is estimated that a further 250,000 air 

kilometres would have been clocked up, increasing 

the footprint so far by a further 40 tonnes CO2e. 

What we don’t know is the impact of the virtual 

meetings. While we can assume that the energy use 

for such meetings will have a lower footprint than 

travel for in-person meetings, we don’t yet have the 

research or the evidence to back this up. This is 

something which will be explored further as part of 

mapping Earth Speakr’s digital footprint. 

Website design and hosting
The way a website is designed determines how 

power-hungry it is and the type of energy used to 

host the website determines the resulting emissions. 

Earth Speakr website www.earthspeakr.art has a 

number of design features which aim to reduce its 

energy demand, identified using the ecometer.org 

tool. The website is ‘green hosted’ which means the 

webhosting service provided by Google runs on 

renewable electricity. 

Electronic devices
While mobile phones and smartphones have 

brought many positive changes, the production, 

use and disposal of these phones has a huge 

environmental and social impact — from extracting 

rare earth minerals and e-waste to unfair and unsafe 

working conditions. 

For Earth Speakr, the Studio purchased 20 

Fairphones to provide to young people who want to 

be Earth Speakrs but who don’t have smartphone 

access. While a small player in the smartphone 

world, Fairphone has made responsible material 

sourcing, fair working conditions and design for 

repairability and longevity central to its mission. 



Work has already begun to map out Earth Speakr’s digital footprint, 

starting with defining the source of climate change impacts and 

boundaries for information gathering, for example: 

• energy consumption for virtual meetings;

• energy consumption of the devices used to develop and to interact 

with the Earth Speakr App and website

• energy consumption required to store, serve, host and transmit Earth 

Speakr data and content. 

The next step, starting July 2020, will involve finding out what information 

is available to estimate energy use and associated emissions, for example: 

• how many and what type of devices were used to develop the app and 

the website and for virtual meetings, and how much time was spent;

• how many people interacted with the app and website, what type 

of devices and network connections did they use to do this and how 

much time did they spend, and;

• what cloud and hosting services and data volumes were involved in 

storing, serving and transmitting Earth Speakr content, which specific 

data centres are used and what type of energy do they run on. 

It is quite a complex web and we do yet not know how much of the above 

data and information will be available, nor how accurate and detailed it will 

be. But we do know that we will at least be able to get a rough estimate of 

the digital footprint, which can be used to provide a more complete picture 

of Earth Speakr’s total carbon footprint, to compare physical and digital 

impacts, and to inform the Studio’s future digital choices. 

The digital footprint is being developed with advice and support from 

experts on digital technology and sustainability from the University of 

Bristol: Chris Preist, Professor of Sustainability and Computer Systems 

and Daniel Schien, Senior Lecturer in Computer Science both with the 

Department of Computer Science, who are providing pro-bono advice, 

and Paul Shabajee, Research Fellow and User Experience Analyst. Chris, 

Dan and Paul are currently part of the team involved with DIMPACT, 

a collaboration between computer scientists and nine major media 

companies will help the media industry understand and manage the 

significant carbon impacts of digital content. 

A final report will be provided on Earth Speakr’s carbon fooprint early in 

2021. 

what next?



Did you know ... 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) produced about 730 million 

tonnes CO2e or 1.4% of global emissions in 2015. Roughly half of this came 

from end user devices, a quarter from networks and the other quarter from data 

centres. 

As the amount of data we use increases and more people get access to digital 

technology, how we build and power the growing digital infrastructure is a key 

issue in limiting climate change impacts. A number of big technology companies, 

and now also some smaller ones, are taking steps to power their data centres 

with 100% renewable energy. Technology companies operating large data 

centres have become important investors in and buyers of renewable energy. 

In just 10 years since 2017 it is estimated that 7.1 billion smartphones have 

been produced. Made up of rare earth minerals, metals, plastic and glass, 

smartphones are highly resource intensive products. Miners dig through more 

than 30 kilos of rock to obtain about 100 grammes of minerals used in a typical 

smartphone, often in unsafe conditions for unfair wages. Mining scars the earth 

and leaves behind toxic wastewater and soil. The majority of the materials used 

to make smartphones are not recycled at the end of the product’s life. 

Electronic waste is a growing problem across the world. Less than 16% of global 

e-waste was recycled in 2014. Much of the rest ends up as toxic waste either in 

landfills or in incinerators, or dangerous informal disassembly operations which 

are hazardous to people and planet. 

Some actions you can take, at home and at work ...

Devices

• Choose well-made, long-lasting products

• Hold onto devices as long as they work — 

repair or upgrade instead of replacing  

• When devices have to be replaced make 

sure the old ones are recycled

Energy

• Power down computers if not in use for more 

than 1-2 hours and unplug chargers too as they 

continue to draw energy when plugged in even if 

powered down

• Connect through WiFi instead of mobile networks 

as it uses less energy

• Switch to renewable electricity

... and also

• Use a green search engine such as Ecosia or 

Ocean Hero

• Find out more e.g. Greenpeace green electronics 

resources 

• Let technology companies know you want 

them to use renewable power and design their 

products to last
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about Julie’s Bicycle
The creative community is uniquely placed to respond to the climate and nature crisis. 

Founded in 2007 by the UK music industry, Julie’s Bicycle mobilises direct action across the 

arts and culture, harnessing the creative sector’s power to communicate the reality of the 

climate crisis, advocate for science-based solutions and take bold practical action. Julie’s 

Bicycle’s freely-available resources are the most comprehensive library of good environmental 

practice for culture anywhere in the world.

juliesbicycle.com

http://www.juliesbicycle.com


The carbon footprint for Earth Speakr was prepared by Julie’s Bicycle


